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Summary 

 

I am a third-year animation student at the University of South Wales about to graduate in May 2022. 

During my time at university, I have worked on a multitude of projects and have specialised in the 

area of computer animation on a number of varying projects, including bipedal animation, creature 

animation, and facial animation. I also possess some technical skills, including rigging and skinning. I 

have also worked closely with various software and am familiar with implementing animations from 

Maya into game engines such as Unreal and Unity. 

 

As a third-year student with a special interest in game animation, I have worked in collaboration 

with other student artists, animators, and game designers to create game animations to suit their 

needs. I have found communication to be of utmost importance in a team environment and have 

become accustomed to giving and receiving feedback to ensure my work and others can be the best 

it can be. Additionally, I am also a great independent worker and am confident using my initiative.  

 

Overall, I am an avid learner and I’m looking forward to any unique challenges that working in a 

larger company will bring me. My goal is to deepen my knowledge and to continue developing my 

skills as an animator within the games industry. 

 

Key Skills and Competencies  

 

Professional: 

● Excellent understanding of animation principles  

● Have a good knowledge using several software, including Maya, Unreal Engine, Unity, 

MotionBuilder and Shogun Live/Post  

● Have a firm grasp on rigging which allows me to communicate issues to technical animators 

effectively  

● Ability to give and receive constructive criticism to ensure the highest quality of work 

● Can work well both in a team and independently 

Personal: 

● Ready to learn new industry-specific skills, whilst developing my own as an animator 

● Looking for experience in a professional environment where I can gain valuable experience 

working for a company 

● Extremely self-driven and passionate about computer animation as an art 

Education 
 

● University of South Wales- Computer Animation      2019-Ongoing 

Lecturer references available upon request. 
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